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Cyborgian Bodies



Cybernetic Organisms

• Cybernetics: “The scientific study of control 
and communication in the animal and the 
machine.“ (Wiener 1948)

• “The Cyborg deliberately incorporates 
exogenous components extending the self-
regulatory control function of the organism 
in order to adapt it to new environments.” 
(Cyborgs and Space, Clynes and Kline)

• Future bodies and high tech

Illustration accompanying a LIFE magazine coverage of 

Cyborgs and Space

http://web.mit.edu/digitalapollo/Documents/Chapter1/cyborgs.pdf
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The Body, an Imperfect Construct

Humani Victus Instrumenta,

Unknown Artist (1570s)

“And a bloody action it was," continued the thing, as if in a soliloquy; "but then one mustn't fight with the 

Bugaboos and Kickapoos, and think of coming off with a mere scratch. Pompey, I'll thank you now for that 

arm. […] Here, Pompey screwed on an arm. […]

It was a clear case. Brevet Brigadier General John A. B. C. Smith was the man — the man that was used up.

Dr.  Who’s Cybermen (1966)

The Monster and his Bride,

from Frankenstein’s Bride (1935) Inspector Gadget 

(2015)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Unknown_engraver_-_Humani_Victus_Instrumenta_-_Ars_Coquinaria_-_WGA23954.jpg
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/The_Man_That_Was_Used_Up


Games and the Cybernetic Body 
(Keogh 2018)

Bodies (biological, cultural, self-identified, and ascribed) are central to our digital experience

Epic Jumpscare Ahead

https://www.twitch.tv/streamingthepast/clip/YummyNeighborlyGooseFailFish-qJJ5u2umcXpSVTV0?filter=clips&range=all&sort=time
https://www.twitch.tv/streamingthepast/clip/YummyNeighborlyGooseFailFish-qJJ5u2umcXpSVTV0?filter=clips&range=all&sort=time


Have we been playing cyborgs all along?

Technology in a human hand

2 million years ago
Roos’ (DMSC 2019)

Cyberman tattoo

If so… so what?

Technology in a human hand

2010sÖtzi’s ( 5.300 years ago)

‘Barcode’ tattoo



A Cyborg Manifesto (Haraway 1985)

• Cyborgs as chimeric, hybrid bodies vs dualism, 
essentialism, patriarchy
• Human-Animal chimeras

• Human-Machine chimeras

• Physical-non physical chimeras

“Perhaps, ironically, we can learn from our fusions with 
animals and machines how not to be Man, the embodiment 
of Western logos.” 

Donna Haraway



Fair Play for all Bodies?



Pac-(Wo)Man
“Women are insane about this game. 
Men like the sports games, the action 
games and the space games. Women 
like the predator games.”

NBC News Report

“Video experts believe that Pac-Man’s 
lighthearted graphics, catchy tunes 
and the absence of exploding 
spaceships attract women players.”

Working Women magazine

Ms. Pac-Man



Video Games become Niche: Crash of 1983

Source: Bugsplat

https://www.bugsplat.com/great-video-game-crash-1983


‘ Toys for boys’

“How to convince your wife to get an XBox One” (2014)
PSP Commercial (2014)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7HBct9KgiCs


Tropes vs. Women

• Feminist Frequency (Anita Sarkeesian)

• Successful ($158,000) Kickstarter for Webseries

→ Harassment

https://feministfrequency.com/
https://kotaku.com/bomb-threat-targeted-anita-sarkeesian-gaming-awards-la-1636032301


Gamergate

• Harassment campaign against Zoe Quinn
• Developer of Depression Quest
• Masquerading as “Ethics in Game Journalism”
• Doxxing: the public release of personal information
• Involving other (mostly non-male) developers.

• Misogyny and Gaming
• Violently shutting out the Other

• The Future of the Culture War (2014)

“What we have in Gamergate is a glimpse of how these 
skirmishes will unfold in the future—all the rhetorical 
weaponry and siegecraft of an internet comment section 
brought to bear on our culture, not just at the fringes but at 
the center. What we're seeing now is a rehearsal, where the 
mechanisms of a toxic and inhumane politics are being 
tested and improved.”

~ Emma Carmichael on Deadspin

http://time.com/4927076/zoe-quinn-gamergate-doxxing-crash-override-excerpt/
https://deadspin.com/the-future-of-the-culture-wars-is-here-and-its-gamerga-1646145844


Fortunately…
Everyone and their mother plays video games!

Source: ESA 2022 Report

https://www.theesa.com/resource/2022-essential-facts-about-the-video-game-industry/


The Cybernetic Core of Culture

Cyborg Technologies:

• How we constitute and consume our bodies and 
identities

• How we conceptualize and control the bodies of 
others

• How we construct and are as cyborgs

Frequently, when we discuss ‘new’ or ‘future’ 

technologies, we are retelling ancient mythologies of 

who we are or should (not) be.

“An argument for pleasure in the confusion of boundaries and for 

responsibility in their construction.” (Haraway 1985)



Go play like cyborgs!

Hard Lads by Robert Yang

Depression Quest by Zoe Quinn

Content Cue:  What’s your favorite cyborg (technology)?
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